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Sherlock: The Essential Arthur Conan Doyle Adventures 2015-11-12 the hit bbc series sherlock has introduced a whole new generation of fans
to arthur conan doyle s legendary detective in this unique collection sherlock co creators steven moffat and mark gatiss have selected
their all time favourite sherlock holmes adventures providing readers a curated masterclass in crime fiction each of these nineteen tales
from sherlock s first appearance in a study in scarlet to the late classic the dying detective is a potent mix of murder suspense cryptic
clues red herrings and revenge a ground breaking combination of forensic science and bold storytelling sherlock holmes established new
rules for what a fictional hero could be and provided a template for detective stories we still follow today with introductions by steven
and mark for each story this beautifully designed collection is the perfect introduction to the world of sherlock holmes and the ultimate
gift for fans of the show it inspired the selected stories a study in scarlet the sign of four a scandal in bohemia the red headed league a
case of identity the man with the twisted lip the blue carbuncle the speckled band silver blaze the yellow face the musgrave ritual the
greek interpreter the final problem the hound of the baskervilles the empty house charles augustus milverton the bruce partington plans the
devil s foot the dying detective
Death in a White Tie 2012-12-15 a high society homicide is the talk of the london season marsh s writing is a pleasure the seattle times it
s debutante season in london and that means giggles and tea dances white dresses and inappropriate romances and much too much champagne and
apparently a blackmailer which is where inspector roderick alleyn comes in the social whirl is decidedly not alleyn s environment so he
brings in an assistant in the form of lord bunchy gospell everybody s favorite uncle bunchy is more than lovable he s also got some serious
sleuthing skills but before he can unmask the blackmailer a murder is announced and everyone suddenly stops giggling it s time to start
comparing christie to marsh instead of the other way around new york magazine her writing style and vivid characters and settings made her
a mystery novelist of world renown the new york times
Rumpole and the Penge Bungalow Murders 2013-09-05 horace rumpole cigar smoking claret drinking wordsworth spouting defender of some
unlikely clients often speaks of the great murder trial which revealed his talents as an advocate and made his reputation down at the
bailey when he was still a young man now for the first time the sensational story of the penge bungalow murders case is told in full how
shortly after the war rumpole took on the seemingly impossible task of defending young simon jerold accused of murdering his father and his
father s friend with a german officer s gun and how the inexperienced young brief was left alone to pursue the path of justice in a case
that was to echo through the bailey for years to come
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes By Arthur Conan Doyle / From the Authors of Books Like: The adventure of the cardboard box/ The adventure
of the red circle/ The hound of the Baskervilles/ The sign of the four/ The valley of fear/ His last bow / Short Stories for High School/
2022-01-12 the adventures of sherlock holmes by arthur conan doyle from the authors of books like 1 the adventure of the cardboard box 2
the adventure of the red circle 3 the hound of the baskervilles 4 the sign of the four 5 the valley of fear 6 his last bow 7 short stories
for high school 8 the white company 9 the coming of the fairies 10 the adventure of the bruce partington plans 11 a study in scarlet 12
tales of terror and mystery 13 the parasite 14 the disintegration machine 15 the memoirs of sherlock holme 16 the adventures of sherlock
holmes 17 the casebook of sherlock holmes 18 the return of sherlock holmes the adventures of sherlock holmes is a collection of twelve
short stories by arthur conan doyle first published on 14 october 1892 it contains the earliest short stories featuring the consulting
detective sherlock holmes which had been published in twelve monthly issues of the strand magazine from july 1891 to june 1892 the stories
are collected in the same sequence which is not supported by any fictional chronology the only characters common to all twelve are holmes
and dr watson and all are related in the first person narrative from watson s point of view the adventures of sherlock holmes by arthur
conan doyle in general the stories in the adventures of sherlock holmes identify and try to correct social injustices holmes is portrayed
as offering a new fairer sense of justice the stories were well received and boosted the subscriptions figures of the strand magazine
prompting doyle to be able to demand more money for his next set of stories the adventures of sherlock holmes by arthur conan doyle the
first story a scandal in bohemia includes the character of irene adler who despite being featured only within this one story by doyle is a
prominent character in modern sherlock holmes adaptations generally as a love interest for holmes doyle included four of the twelve stories
from this collection in his twelve favourite sherlock holmes stories picking the adventure of the speckled band as his overall favourite
stories 1 a scandal in bohemia 2 the red headed league 3 a case of identity 4 the boscombe valley mystery 5 the five orange pips 6 the man



with the twisted lip 7 the adventure of the blue carbuncle 8 the adventure of the speckled band 9 the adventure of the engineer s thumb 10
the adventure of the noble bachelor 11 the adventure of the beryl coronet 12 the adventure of the copper beeches the adventures of sherlock
holmes by arthur conan doyle
Arsène Lupin vs. Sherlock Holmes 2023-12-14 gentleman thief and detective arsène lupin conspires to match wits with the great victorian
detective sherlock holmes in maurice leblanc s second collection of short stories brilliantly capturing each character s extraordinary
skills leblanc offers readers an array of entertaining adventures the eight tales include lottery ticket no 514 sherlock holmes opens
hostilities second arrest of arsène lupin the jewish lamp and others mystery lovers will find lupin and holmes the most cunning duo in
crime fiction
The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes 2010-06-04 this carefully crafted ebook the case book of sherlock holmes is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents sherlock holmes is a consulting detective known for his proficiency with observation
forensic science and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic which he employs when investigating cases for a wide variety of
clients including scotland yard the case book of sherlock holmes is the final set of twelve detective stories the illustrious client the
blanched soldier the mazarin stone the three gables the sussex vampire the three garridebs the problem of thor bridge the creeping man the
lion s mane the veiled lodger shoscombe old place the retired colourman
Death Cloud 2017-03-07 death cloud is the first in the young sherlock holmes series in which the iconic detective is reimagined as a
brilliant troubled and engaging teenager creating unputdownable detective adventures that remain true to the spirit of the original books
the year is 1868 and sherlock holmes is fourteen his life is that of a perfectly ordinary army officer s son boarding school good manners a
classical education the backbone of the british empire but all that is about to change with his father suddenly posted to india and his
mother mysteriously unwell sherlock is sent to stay with his eccentric uncle and aunt in their vast house in hampshire so begins a summer
that leads sherlock to uncover his first murder a kidnap corruption and a brilliantly sinister villain of exquisitely malign intent
sherlock holmes think you know him think again continue the investigative adventures with andrew lane s red leech and black ice
The Whole Art of Detection 1992 this collection of short mysteries by the international bestselling author of dust and shadow belongs on
the top shelf with the very best of doyle s nicholas meyer author of the seven per cent solution inspired by sir arthur conan doyle s
sherlock holmes and dr john watson edgar award finalist lyndsay faye has masterfully woven these quintessential characters into her own
works of fiction from her acclaimed debut novel dust and shadow to a series of short stories for the strand magazine whose predecessor
published the first sherlock holmes story in 1892 the best of faye s sherlockian tales including two new works are brought together in a
collection that spans the character s career from self taught upstart to lauded detective both before and after he faked his own death over
a swiss waterfall in 1894 in the lowther park mystery the unsociable holmes is forced to attend a garden party at the request of his
politician brother and improvises a bit of theater to foil a conspiracy against the government the adventure of the thames tunnel brings
holmes s attention to the murder of a jewel thief in the middle of an underground railway passage with holmes and watson encountering all
manner of ungrateful relatives phony psychologists wronged wives outright villains and even a peculiar species of deadly red leech the
whole art of detection is a must read for any fan of historical crime fiction if lyndsay faye s byline weren t on the cover readers might
deduce that the sherlock holmes mysteries in the whole art of detection actually came from sir arthur conan doyle david martindale fort
worth star telegram
A Touch of Frost 2016-10-04 humorous tale of a local police force s fight against crime and corruption featuring the raffish detective
inspector frost by the author of áfrost at christmas
The Mistletoe Murder and Other Stories 2016-02-01 as the acknowledged queen of crime p d james was frequently commissioned by newspapers
and magazines to write a special short story for christmas four of the very best of these have been rescued from the archives and are
published together for the first time p d james s sparkling prose illuminates each of these perfectly formed stories making them ideal
reading for the darkest days of the year while she delights in the secrets that lurk beneath the surface at enforced family gatherings her
christmas stories also provide enjoyable puzzles to keep the reader guessing from the title story about a strained country house gathering
on christmas eve another about an illicit affair that ends in murder and two cases for james s poet detective adam dalgliesh each treats



the reader to james s masterfully atmospheric story telling always with the lure of a mystery to be solved
The Maker of Swans 2020-09-29 compulsive reading rich strange beautiful helen macdonald author of h is for hawk a strange new and
captivating look at a magical realm lavishly entertaining independent enthralling a literary feast stylist the world had forgotten mr crowe
and his mysterious gifts until he killed the poet he lived a secluded life in the fading grandeur of his country estate his companions were
his faithful manservant and his ward clara a silent bookish girl who has gifts of her own now dr chastern the leader of a secret society
arrives at the estate to call crowe to account and keep his powers in check but it is clara s even greater gifts that he comes to covet
most she must learn to use them quickly if she is to save them all
The Adventure of the Lion's Mane 2014-04-01 sherlock has retired now living in sussex he s enjoying a pleasant walk along the beach when he
runs into a friend harold stackhurst headmaster at the gables the two acquaintances have just started chatting when they re interrupted by
one of the teachers at stackhurst s school fitzroy mcpherson the man appears to be in a great deal of pain and only manages to mutter
something about a lion s mane before collapsing dead he has strange wounds on his back then comes another of the teachers ian murdoch who
claims to have no idea what happened having just arrived himself but there is no one else close by the adventure of the lion s mane is part
of the case book of sherlock holmes sir arthur conan doyle 1859 1930 was born in scotland and studied medicine at the university of
edinburgh after his studies he worked as a ship s surgeon on various boats during the second boer war he was an army doctor in south africa
when he came back to the united kingdom he opened his own practice and started writing crime books he is best known for his thrilling
stories about the adventures of sherlock holmes he published four novels and more than 50 short stories starring the detective and dr
watson and they play an important role in the history of crime fiction other than the sherlock holmes series doyle wrote around thirty more
books in genres such as science fiction fantasy historical novels but also poetry plays and non fiction
The Sherlock Holmes Mysteries 2016-11-01 includes an introduction by anne perry and a new afterword by regina barreca indisputably the
greatest fictional detective of all time sherlock holmes lives on in films on television and of course through sir arthur conan doyle s
inimitable craft these twenty two stories show holmes at his brilliant best the adventure of the speckled band a scandal in bohemia the red
headed league the adventure of the blue carbuncle the naval treaty the final problem the adventure of the dancing men the adventure of the
copper beeches the crooked man the resident patient the greek interpreter the adventure of the norwood builder the adventure of the
solitary cyclist the adventure of the empty house the five orange pips the boscombe valley mystery the adventure of the six napoleons the
adventure of the priory school the musgrave ritual the man with the twisted lip the adventure of the second stain the adventure of the
abbey grange
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2017-02-28 in general the stories in the adventures of sherlock holmes identify and try to correct social
injustices holmes is portrayed as offering a new fairer sense of justice the stories were well received and boosted the subscriptions
figures of the strand magazine prompting doyle to be able to demand more money for his next set of stories the first story a scandal in
bohemia includes the character of irene adler who despite being featured only within this one story by doyle is a prominent character in
modern sherlock holmes adaptations generally as a love interest for holmes doyle included four of the twelve stories from this collection
in his twelve favourite sherlock holmes stories picking the adventure of the speckled band as his overall favourite
Thrilling Stories of the Railway 2000-02 victor l whitechurch was an english writer and a church of england clergyman whitechurch s most
famous work is thrilling stories of the railway which feature the famous vegitarian detective thorpe hazell
Falling 2014-07-01 his fans regularly discuss whether he looks more like an otter or a hammerhead shark but that hasn t stopped benedict
cumberbatch becoming an international sex symbol who s on the cusp of hollywood superstardom he s made geektelligence hot in the insanely
popular bbc series sherlock and explored his dark side in blockbusters like star trek into darkness and the hobbit trilogy along the way he
s won the hearts minds and twitter accounts of an alarmingly enthusiastic global fan base illustrated throughout with full lcolour
photographs cumberlicious is an essential guide to the man at the centre of the cumberverse
Being Benedict Cumberbatch 2021-07-07 about this edition this 2021 2022 digital student edition of ayn rand s anthem was created for
teachers and students receiving free novels from the ayn rand institute and includes a historic q a with ayn rand that cannot be found in
any other edition of anthem in this q a from 1979 rand responds to questions about anthem sent to her by a high school classroom about



anthem anthem is ayn rand s hymn to man s ego it is the story of one man s rebellion against a totalitarian collectivist society equality 7
2521 is a young man who yearns to understand the science of things but he lives in a bleak dystopian future where independent thought is a
crime and where science and technology have regressed to primitive levels all expressions of individualism have been suppressed in the
world of anthem personal possessions are nonexistent individual preferences are condemned as sinful and romantic love is forbidden
obedience to the collective is so deeply ingrained that the very word i has been erased from the language in pursuit of his quest for
knowledge equality 7 2521 struggles to answer the questions that burn within him questions that ultimately lead him to uncover the mystery
behind his society s downfall and to find the key to a future of freedom and progress anthem anticipates the theme of rand s first best
seller the fountainhead which she stated as individualism versus collectivism not in politics but in man s soul
Anthem 2017-06-06 2017 rt reviewers choice best historical mystery from usa today and internationally bestselling author leonard goldberg
comes the daughter of sherlock holmes a new thrilling tale of the great detective s daughter and her companion dr john watson jr as they
investigate a murder at the highest levels of british society 1914 joanna blalock s keen mind and incredible insight lead her to become a
highly skilled nurse one of the few professions that allow her to use her finely tuned brain but when she and her ten year old son witness
a man fall to his death apparently by suicide they are visited by the elderly dr john watson and his charming handsome son dr john watson
jr impressed by her forensic skills they invite her to become the third member of their investigative team caught up in a holmesian mystery
that spans from hidden treasure to the second afghan war of 1878 1880 joanna and her companions must devise an ingenious plan to catch a
murderer in the act while dodging familiar culprits scotland yard and members of the british aristocracy unbeknownst to her joanna harbors
a mystery of her own the product of a one time assignation between the now dead sherlock holmes and irene adler the only woman to ever
outwit the famous detective joanna has unwittingly inherited her parents deductive genius
The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes 2010-07-15 the international bestseller about life the universe and everything a simply wonderful
irresistible book daily telegraph a terrifically entertaining and imaginative story wrapped round its tough thought provoking philosophical
heart daily mail remarkable an extraordinary achievement sunday times when 14 year old sophie encounters a mysterious mentor who introduces
her to philosophy mysteries deepen in her own life why does she keep getting postcards addressed to another girl who is the other girl and
who for that matter is sophie herself to solve the riddle she uses her new knowledge of philosophy but the truth is far stranger than she
could have imagined a phenomenal worldwide bestseller sophie s world sets out to draw teenagers into the world of socrates descartes
spinoza hegel and all the great philosophers a brilliantly original and fascinating story with many twists and turns it raises profound
questions about the meaning of life and the origin of the universe
Sophie's World 2015-02-05 as heard on radio 4 utterly wonderful nina stibbe author of love nina twenty hours have gone since i last wrote i
have been thinking of you i shall think of you until i post this and until you get it can you feel as you read these words that i am
thinking of you now aglow alive alert at the thought that you are in the same world and by some strange chance loving me in september 1943
chris barker was serving as a signalman in north africa when he decided to brighten the long days of war by writing to old friends one of
these was bessie moore a former work colleague the unexpected warmth of bessie s reply changed their lives forever crossing continents and
years their funny affectionate and intensely personal letters are a remarkable portrait of a love played out against the backdrop of the
second world war above all their story is a stirring example of the power of letters to transform ordinary lives
My Dear Bessie 2018-07 a signalman is found dead by a railway tunnel a man identifies his wife as a victim of murder on the underground two
passengers mysteriously disappear between stations leaving behind a dead body trains have been a favourite setting of many crime writers
providing the mobile equivalent of the locked room scenario their enclosed carriages with a limited number of suspects lend themselves to
seemingly impossible crimes in an era of cancellations and delays alibis reliant upon a timely train service no longer ring true yet the
railway detective has enjoyed a resurgence of popularity in the twenty first century both train buffs and crime fans will delight in this
selection of fifteen railway themed mysteries featuring some of the most popular authors of their day alongside less familiar names
provided by publisher
Blood on the Tracks 2020-01-28 the gripping romantic and dazzlingly original cosmopolitan arkady renko book that started it all the 1
bestseller gorky park an espionage classic that begins the series by martin cruz smith the master of the international thriller the new



york times it begins with a triple murder in a moscow amusement center three corpses found frozen in the snow faces and fingers missing
chief homicide investigator arkady renko is brilliant sensitive honest and cynical about everything except his profession to identify the
victims and uncover the truth he must battle the kgb fbi and the new york city police as he pursues a rich ruthless and well connected
american fur dealer meanwhile renko is falling in love with a beautiful headstrong dissident for whom he may risk everything brilliant
there are enough enigmas within enigmas within enigmas to reel the mind the new yorker in this wonderfully textured vivid look behind the
iron curtain once one gets going one doesn t want to stop the action is gritty the plot complicated and the overriding quality is
intelligence the washington post the first in a classic series gorky park reminds you just how satisfying a smoothly turned thriller can be
the new york times book review
Gorky Park 2020-06-24 running from a life she didn t choose in a city she doesn t know sukanya a young thai girl loses herself in tokyo
with her bangkok street smarts and some stolen money she stays ahead of her former captors willing to do anything to recover the computer
she took after befriending chiho a japanese girl living in an internet café sukanya makes plans to rid herself of her pursuers and her past
forever detective hiroshi shimizu leaves the safe confines of his office to investigate a porn studio where a brutal triple murder took
place the studio s accounts point him in multiple directions at once together with ex sumo wrestler sakaguchi and old school takamatsu
hiroshi tracks the killers through tokyo s teen hangouts bayside docks and crowded squares straight into the underbelly of the global
economy as bodies wash up from tokyo bay hiroshi tries to find the thai girl at the center of it all whose name he doesn t even know he
uncovers a human trafficking ring and cryptocurrency scammers whose connections extend to the highest levels of tokyo s power elite
Tokyo Traffic 1977 kriminalnoveller
Stories of the Railway 2013-06-26 sherlock holmes the complete novels and stories volume i since his first appearance in beeton s christmas
annual in 1887 sir arthur conan doyle s sherlock holmes has been one of the most beloved fictional characters ever created now in two
paperback volumes bantam presents all fifty six short stories and four novels featuring conan doyle s classic hero a truly complete
collection of sherlock holmes s adventures in crime volume i includes the early novel a study in scarlet which introduced the eccentric
genius of sherlock holmes to the world this baffling murder mystery with the cryptic word rache written in blood first brought holmes
together with dr john watson next the sign of four presents holmes s famous seven percent solution and the strange puzzle of mary morstan
in the quintessential locked room mystery also included are holmes s feats of extraordinary detection in such famous cases as the chilling
the adventure of the speckled band the baffling riddle of the musgrave ritual and the ingeniously plotted the five orange pips tales that
bring to life a victorian england of horse drawn cabs fogs and the famous lodgings at 221b baker street where sherlock holmes earned his
undisputed reputation as the greatest fictional detective of all time
Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Novels and Stories Volume I 2010 it s the 23rd century and at age 21 your life is over logan 6 has been
trained to kill born and bred from conception to be the best of the best but his time is short and before his life ends he s got one final
mission find and destroy sanctuary a fabled haven for those that chose to defy the system but when logan meets and falls in love with
jessica he begins to question the very system he swore to protect and soon they re both running for their lives when last day comes will
you lie down and die or run bluewater comics proudly presents a new adaptation of william f nolan s masterpiece of dystopian future logan s
run
Logan's Run: Last Day 2012-06-01 travel to the scotland highlands with this classic hamish macbeth cozy mystery where an unladylike gossip
columnist meets an untimely and watery death from the author of the agatha raisin series when society widow and gossip columnist lady jane
winters joined the fishing class she wasted no time in ruffling the feathers or was it the fins of those around her among the victims of
her sharp tongue and unladylike manner was lochdubh constable hamish macbeth yet not even hamish thought someone would permanently silence
lady jane s shrills until her strangled body is fished out of the river now with the help of the lovely priscilla halburton smythe hamish
must angle through the choppy waters of the tattler s life to find the murderer but with a school of suspects who aren t ready to talk and
dead women telling no tales hamish may be in over his head for he knows that secrets are dangerous knowledge is power and killers usually
do strike again
Death of a Gossip 2018-07-02 roughly one significant crime is committed in the us every three seconds so it s not unlikely to find yourself



witnessing one jack reacher is minding his own business in a town in maine when he sees a youth snatching a woman s bag and like a good
citizen steps in to stop him politely invited by the cops to act as a witness will reacher be treated as the perfect patsy for a crime he
didn t commit too much time is a new novella which sees jack reacher hero of no fixed abode finding himself on the wrong side of the law it
is also available in no middle name the complete jack reacher short story collection don t miss reacher s newest adventure no 26 better off
dead coming soon and available for pre order now
Too Much Time 2016-08-25 two lives one night sky róisín and françois first meet in the snowy white expanse of antarctica searching for a
comet overhead while róisín grew up in a tiny village in ireland ablaze with a passion for science and the skies françois was raised by his
restless young mother who dreamt of new worlds but was unable to turn her back on her past as we loop back through their lives we see their
paths cross as they come closer and closer to this moment brought together by the infinite possibilities of the night sky
The Comet Seekers 2014-10-23 sherlock holmes is dead days after holmes and his arch enemy moriarty fall to their doom at the reichenbach
falls pinkerton agent frederick chase arrives from new york the death of moriarty has created a poisonous vacuum which has been swiftly
filled by a fiendish new criminal mastermind ably assisted by inspector athelney jones a devoted student of holmes s methods of
investigation and deduction chase must hunt down this shadowy figure a man much feared but seldom seen a man determined to engulf london in
a tide of murder and menace the game is afoot
Moriarty 2024-01-11 this carefully crafted ebook the railway mysteries complete collection 28 titles in one volume including the thorpe
hazell detective tales other thrilling stories on and off the rails is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents victor lorenzo whitechurch 1868 1933 was a church of england clergyman and author he is best known for his detective stories
featuring thorpe hazell the first amateur railway detective whom the author intended to be as far from sherlock holmes as possible another
whitechurch s character was the spy captain ivan koravitch his stories were admired for their immaculate plotting and factual accuracy
whitechurch was one of the first writers to submit his manuscripts to scotland yard for vetting as to police procedure table of contents
thrilling stories of the railway peter crane s cigars the tragedy on the london and mid northern the affair of the corridor express sir
gilbert murrell s picture how the bank was saved the affair of the german dispatch box how the bishop kept his appointment the adventure of
the pilot engine the stolen necklace the mystery of the boat express how the express was saved a case of signaling winning the race the
strikers the ruse that succeeded other railway stories a perilous ride the slip coach mystery in the rockhurst tunnel the convict s revenge
a warning in red a jump for freedom special working instructions pierre cournet s last run between two fires the triumph of seth p tucker a
policy of silence in a tight fix the romance of the southern queen
THE RAILWAY MYSTERIES - Complete Collection: 28 Titles in One Volume (Including The Thorpe Hazell Detective Tales & Other Thrilling Stories
On and Off the Rails) 2015-08-04 now a netflix original series meet the allan family in this tale about the typical challenges that a very
atypical family encounters while fending off the attacks of vampires werewolves demons and more from steve niles the co creator of 30 days
of night and artist damien worm comes a series about retired monster hunter fredrick his wife deloris and their two children geoff and
vivian as fredrick works to put his monster hunting days behind him his two kids insist on joining the family business but ghosts from the
past refuse to stay dead and conspiring forces lurk in the shadows all leading to a massive showdown with foes supernatural and natural
alike collects issues 1 6
The October Faction, Vol. 1 2023-12-29 victor lorenzo whitechurch 1868 1933 was a church of england clergyman and author he is best known
for his detective stories featuring thorpe hazell the first amateur railway detective whom the author intended to be as far from sherlock
holmes as possible another whitechurch s character was the spy captain ivan koravitch his stories were admired for their immaculate
plotting and factual accuracy whitechurch was one of the first writers to submit his manuscripts to scotland yard for vetting as to police
procedure table of contents thrilling stories of the railway peter crane s cigars the tragedy on the london and mid northern the affair of
the corridor express sir gilbert murrell s picture how the bank was saved the affair of the german dispatch box how the bishop kept his
appointment the adventure of the pilot engine the stolen necklace the mystery of the boat express how the express was saved a case of
signaling winning the race the strikers the ruse that succeeded other railway stories a perilous ride the slip coach mystery in the
rockhurst tunnel the convict s revenge a warning in red a jump for freedom special working instructions pierre cournet s last run between



two fires the triumph of seth p tucker a policy of silence in a tight fix the romance of the southern queen
The Complete Railway Mysteries 2021-07-08 the fourth and final adventure in the brilliant taylor rose series by bestselling author
katherine woodfine for fans of the sinclair mysteries and murder most unladylike series
Nightfall in New York 2023-12-08 this carefully crafted ebook the railway mysteries complete collection 28 titles in one volume including
the thorpe hazell detective tales other thrilling stories on and off the rails is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed
table of contents victor lorenzo whitechurch 1868 1933 was a church of england clergyman and author he is best known for his detective
stories featuring thorpe hazell the first amateur railway detective whom the author intended to be as far from sherlock holmes as possible
another whitechurch s character was the spy captain ivan koravitch his stories were admired for their immaculate plotting and factual
accuracy whitechurch was one of the first writers to submit his manuscripts to scotland yard for vetting as to police procedure table of
contents thrilling stories of the railway peter crane s cigars the tragedy on the london and mid northern the affair of the corridor
express sir gilbert murrell s picture how the bank was saved the affair of the german dispatch box how the bishop kept his appointment the
adventure of the pilot engine the stolen necklace the mystery of the boat express how the express was saved a case of signaling winning the
race the strikers the ruse that succeeded other railway stories a perilous ride the slip coach mystery in the rockhurst tunnel the convict
s revenge a warning in red a jump for freedom special working instructions pierre cournet s last run between two fires the triumph of seth
p tucker a policy of silence in a tight fix the romance of the southern queen
THE RAILWAY MYSTERIES - Complete Collection 2011-10 in 1865 an english author and scholar with an abiding interest in mathematics and logic
published a tale originally told for the amusement of a friend s young daughter alice the resulting novel alice s adventures in wonderland
was largely ignored at first but then rapidly rose to fame with such prominent admirers as queen victoria and oscar wilde its nonsensical
language and endearing characters have made it beloved of generations of children and adults alike and the escapades of young alice have
inspired writers the world over alice s adventures in wonderland has never gone out of print with such universal appeal it s no wonder that
the quasi logical tricks and banter of wonderland have cast a long shadow on modern fantasy echoes of the queen the cat and others can be
found in tales old and new and the idea of falling into a strange bewildering world is one of the favorite tropes used by authors of the
fantastic the re visions series seeks to bring classic works of speculative fiction back into the modern consciousness examining how
tendrils of the fantastic spiral through all that we think and do even decades after a work was penned first read lewis carroll s extremely
original work then let your mind wander through the gardens and passages of wonderland guided by four very different modern authors and don
t forget your flamingo
(Re)Visions: Alice 2013-07-16 the ultimate and official guide to seasons 1 and 2 of the hit series sherlock a must have for all sherlock
fans sherlock the casebook offers a multidimensional companion to the pbs hit show sherlock covering the first two seasons in vivid detail
each case is richly captured on the page and re examined through dr watson s blog inspector lestrade s police reports and newspaper
articles about the crimes sherlock s detective notes and any surviving clues from the cases are also included interspersed among the
evidence are exclusive interviews with the stars of the show benedict cumberbatch martin freeman and rupert graves writers and co creators
mark gatiss and steven moffat and the production team on everything from writing the scripts and bringing the characters to life on
screento how the new sherlock both reinvents and pays homage to arthur conan doyle s iconic detective
The Sherlock Files 2001 this groundbreaking book reveals that far from being sluggish reptiles dinosaurs were actually agile fast warm
blooded and intelligent the author explodes the old orthodoxies and gives us a convincing picture of how dinosaurs hunted fed mated fought
and died containing over 200 detailed illustrations the great dinosaur debate will enthrall dinosaurmaniacs it is a bold new look at the
extraordinary reign and eventual extinction of the awesome behemoths who ruled the earth for 150 million years copyright libri gmbh all
rights reserved
The Dinosaur Heresies 1987 sir arthur conan doyle s thirteen favorite sherlock holmes stories each accompanied by an essay by a prominent
sherlockian along with various interludes curiosities miscellanea cover
The Baker Street Dozen
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